Adapting urban areas for people with limited mobility
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Abstract. In article the ways of adaptation of elements of improvement, and also replacement of monolithic and stationary parts of the equipment on flexible, transformed designs were analyzed. The main prerequisites for a qualitative change in the urban environment are the actual needs of the population: unhindered access to the objects of the mass service system (hereinafter MSS), safe movement on transport and pedestrian routes from residential areas to gravity focuses, the possibility of orientation, barrier-free communication and communication with dispatching service organizations in emergency situations through multimedia resources [7]. The main methods of research in the current article are full-scale surveys, interviewing the target audience with a preliminary sample. The article considers a set of solutions for the adaptation of the territory to the needs of PWLM by means of transformable structures [17]. Standardization of structures and equipment will allow to achieve better quality, more ergonomic solutions in the equipment of objects of different categories and purposes, unification of prefabricated elements-their serial production with the state control of products. Such organization of improvement will allow to achieve sustainable development of urban areas for the project period, will create a basis for future generations.

1 Introduction

The article describes the methods of implementation of the approach of complex interaction of different population groups in the framework of the concept of "barrier-free environment". The subject description of the elements of the interior and exterior entourage of ordinary buildings, public spaces and campuses were considered in accordance with the main objectives of the extensive development of urban areas [9-10].

The summary characteristic about the functional zone or object, elements of improvement consists of individual parameters of convenience, criteria of availability of the environment for the user, mobility and unification of elements of adaptation for the purpose of free use of them [1-4, 15-16]. To ensure a comfortable stay in the city of large masses of the population, without loss of useful space in the arrangement of elements of improvement both in specific buildings and structures, and in public areas, should be guided by the principle of "From the Private to the General"[14].
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World statistics on people with limited mobility reveals a continuous increase in the share of such citizens (official data of the World Health Organization for 2018 [5-6]) in the territory of our country, which predetermines the vector of urban development policy, exacerbates the problem of integration of the disabled population, and forms new approaches, the way of life of society (Fig. 1-2).

Although compared to other countries (Fig. 3) in the Russian Federation, the percentage of disability (excluding other social groups belonging to the PWLM) is less, this group of

**Fig. 1.** Summary assessment of typical problems related to living conditions, according to respondents, %. Source: Comprehensive Observation of the Life of the Population -2014 [11-13,18]

**Fig. 2.** The standardized disability rate per 1,000 people, according to the 2015-2016
the population is more than 9%, which means that ensuring the comfort and safety of their residence in urban and rural settlements is an important state task.

![Image of fractions of disabled people in Europe, % of the population. Source: Eurostat, Ministry Of Public Health [11, 19-20]](image)

**Fig. 3.** The fraction of disabled people in Europe, % of the population. Source: Eurostat, Ministry Of Public Health [11, 19-20]

### 2 Methods

When the process of studying the state of the territory and the environment, urban analysis, is on, the main methods of research are surveys (on various parameters, including the geological structure of soils, identifying areas and fixing the status of land plots, the location of communications, the composition of coatings, etc.). In addition, the popular ones are visual and full-scale recording, aerial photography, socio-demographic monitoring (face-to-face/correspondence survey, interviewing), continuous, one-time and coupon surveys, statistical and prognostic methods, modeling.

The survey was conducted using a questionnaire, which listed the main qualitative characteristics of the environment and improvement. A ten-point system for assessing the results was allocated: the low rating indicated a negative attitude of the population, the average assessment expressed a neutral attitude of the Respondent, the highest score—a sufficient degree of development of the territory, positive trends in the progress of this item (for example, comfortable equipment of quiet places, etc.).

As reference data for research, development of concepts of application of the transformed elements of improvement the updated parameters and characteristics of the UN development Program (UNDP), the summary data received at independent interviewing of inhabitants of standard residential areas of Moscow and the Moscow region are used (monitoring was carried out within 10 days in 10 quarters; the total sample made 200 people).
Based on an independent assessment of the population (Fig 4-6), it was identified the main problems in the organization of safe pedestrian traffic, barrier-free movement in the territory, ensuring the comfort of use of social infrastructure:
- Non-compliance with the declared regulatory characteristics of the quality of structures;
- Moral and physical wear of structural elements and coatings (staircases, thresholds, dimensions of entrance groups);
- Lack of a convenient navigation system and a single colour scheme, unification of designations for better orientation in urban space;
- Seasonal factors that limit the possibility of using social services facilities (covering the slippery, the presence of areas with stagnation of storm water, watering, etc.);
- Lack of appropriate Parking signs and information stands, kiosks for visually impaired and hard of hearing groups;
- Missing or insufficient technical equipment of Hiking routes, playgrounds and quiet recreation areas for the needs of PWLM.

The solutions proposed in the article were developed by taking into account the normative legal acts and design standards established in the Russian Federation, as well as safety requirements.

Therefore, because of the population's requests and the shortcomings identified in the field survey to ensure a "loyal environment" were identified 3 main components that form the urban appearance and aesthetic appeal, the image of the place:
- Selection of small architectural forms and it’s competent spatial arrangement;
- Equipment of pedestrian ways of communication, antiskid entrance groups, resistant to temperature extremes, corrosion-resistant coatings and materials;
- Availability of interactive information elements, visual and spatial dominants.

In addition, the organization of accessible urban environment mandatory parameters of modern architectural and spatial solutions, public spaces should be: focus on the
compensation of health problems in the field of musculoskeletal system, Central nervous system, organs of vision. The main principle is the intensification of interaction between different groups of the population, the integration of persons with disabilities in all spheres of society.

3 Results

World In the scientific work carried out earlier (Adapting Elements Of Improvement For PWLM. Organization Permeable Urban Space) proposals for each of the selected areas were considered; the given article consider further application models and operational, comparative characteristics, description of the projected advantages of flexible transformable elements of improvement in practical use.

According to the first point, it is supposed to use "flexible" transformable, retractable structures in the improvement of the territory for PWLM. As the world design experience shows, auxiliary elements (handrails, ramps, holders for various purposes, rotary devices, pointers, etc.; Fig. 7), used in the construction of interiors, when used in the city not only provide convenience for people with limited mobility, but also are an important indicator of the quality of the environment (its investment attractiveness).

The compactness of such mechanisms allows to minimize the impact on the aesthetic perception of space, almost does not affect the perception of the facades of buildings and structures.

A technical example of the implementation of this method is the installation of embedded parts and fastening mechanisms in the niches provided for this purpose on the facade parts of buildings and structures, as well as ensuring the blocking of the opening of the door flaps in excess of the turning angles, which ensures comfortable and safe movement at the entrance groups. If necessary, the device is set to the design position by pressing (movement is performed independently PWLM).

The equipment and its elements can be painted in different colors: contrasting solutions emphasize individuality and conceptuality, simplify navigation, making the object visible to the PWLM; classical execution of elements with metal, including chrome surfaces will complement the construction of ordinary neighborhoods and commercial spaces.

As a response to the society's second request for convenient organization of pedestrian traffic, organization of permeable and safe environment, a specialized tactile anti-slip tile was proposed. Manufacturing feature of units of such road surface (tiles) is that in the prepared in advance non-removable polymer-form-casing is placed a mixture of concrete of the required grade with fractions of ceramic-granite stone as a filler, making the structure of the tile more resistant to loads due to the internal adhesion of particles. The tight compression by the rubber casing fixes the position of the elements.

Fig. 7. Transformable architectural forms
Fig. 8. Elements of equipment for pedestrian communications
Individual seamless rubber coating is not only the optimal corrosion protection for each mounting element, but also an excellent insulating agent (used against stray currents, as waterproofing). Also, the material shows excellent quality in shape recovery (the outer layer is made of self-healing rubber made by the technology of the Higher school of industrial physics and chemistry (ESPCI, Paris [8-9], Fig. 8): unique in its properties, the rubber is able to recover from pieces into a whole cloth, after the break; connection is possible only on the surface of the break or cut). The structure of the tile prevents slipping, is a poor conductor of electric current, which has a positive effect on the overall safety of the objects. The tiles can also be used when facing stairs.

The comparative simplicity of the technological cycle allows to produce tiles of any size, color, configuration, with a slight increase in the cost of production.

Currently, stand-alone kiosks working on the system of processing user requests and issuing a limited amount of structured information are particularly popular in the formation of information-rich environment of the city. Also, in urban areas are actively used mimic diagrams and pointers.

It seems more promising to equip parks, public centres, transport hubs and other induction "pulse" panels, working on the basis of the neural network and "live database". The main difference is that the dynamically developing, self-learning database works in direct access to the Internet, and provides output information not only in the form of a graphical key, but also in the form of an audio signal, a touch-pulse code (it is possible to adjust the vibration level of the panel (similar to the volume of the speakers)).

The panel device provides an alternative biometric access, which provides maximum protection of personal data, availability of documents or other useful information for the user with connection of profile, public accounts of social networks, which simplifies the navigation system. Individual approach of using equipment (in the process of recognition thematic canvas selects the method of user interaction: vibration, graphic keys, etc.) provides the ability to group the queries according to the frequency of their repetition, and relevance, to remember the driving directions and maps on the "cloud storage", a make a quick translation of information and to switch the language settings, adaptive graphical mimic diagrams (Fig.9).

The considered technical solution (Fig.10) can be integrated into multifunctional spaces, in the form of stand-alone kiosks and subject panels on equipment, workplaces, co-working centers, small architectural forms, ticket offices, entrance groups and etc.

Fig. 9. A software model of the information equipment
The target audience will be able to get full information about the location, directions of movement, nearby routes and stops of land and non-surface transport, other sections.

4 Discussions and conclusions

The proposed approach to the use of transformable structures in the complex equipment of public spaces and residential areas in conjunction with the competent organization of safe pedestrian transit, traffic at the site will improve the accessibility of the environment and the safety of movement of people with limited mobility, including people with disabilities, in the infrastructure of the city. Based on the existing standards of urban design and accessibility for PWLM, the technical solutions considered in the article combine such "urban dimensions" as time (updating and adaptability of systems to the actual needs of the population and a specific technical task), scale and proportionality (elements of improvement in the context of the urban environment act as navigation components, provide permeability and ergonomic), eco-loyalty and unification (possibility of rapid replacement of equipment or its elements-links, processing and reuse of materials).

The difference characterizing the transformed structures expressed in the fact that the elements of improvement form an independent technical infrastructure of the city.

High-quality organization of public areas increases the investment attractiveness of objects, causes the influx of population and increased interest in the acquisition of residential areas.

High-quality organization of public areas increases the investment attractiveness of objects, causes the influx of population and increased interest in the acquisition of residential areas. Comprehensive adaptation of urban space to the needs of people with limited mobility, in turn, creates a tendency to change the General perception of urban areas, a vector for the complex development and unification of similar facilities and urban infrastructure.

It is necessary to continuously update the regulatory framework in accordance with the latest technologies and developments, both domestic manufacturers and leading foreign companies in the market.

Focusing on the creation of a barrier-free, interactive environment for PWLM at the design stage is one of the most important urban development tasks, the determinant of the development of cities and settlements.
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